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ABSTRACT: We have developed a model for the prediction of cell attachment to engineered microtopographies based on two
previous models: the attachment point theory and the engineered roughness index (ERI) model. The new surface energetic
attachment (SEA) model is based on both the properties of the cell−material interface and the size and configuration of the
topography relative to the organism. We have used Monte Carlo simulation to examine the SEA model’s ability to predict relative
attachment of the green alga Ulva linza to different locations within a unit cell. We have also compared the predicted relative
attachment for Ulva linza, the diatom Navicula incerta, the marine bacterium Cobetia marina, and the barnacle cyprid Balanus
amphitrite to a wide variety of microtopographies. We demonstrate good correlation between the experimental results and the
model results for all tested experimental data and thus show the SEA model may be used as a powerful indicator of the efficacy
for antifouling topographies.

■ INTRODUCTION

Microtopographic surfaces have gained much attention recently
as potential nontoxic antifouling strategies to replace biocides
in the marine environment.1−6 The most recent literature has
attempted to define a mechanism of antifouling. Config-
uration,7−10 aspect ratio,11 and feature size12,13 are variables
that have been identified. However, the relative importance of
each and the mechanisms through which the different
topographical characteristics control attachment have thus far
proved to be elusive.
The attachment point theory was one of the earliest attempts

to use topographic characteristics to predict organism attach-
ment.5,14,15 This theory is based on the empirical observation
that organisms tend to attach in areas where they can maximize
the number of contact points they can make with a surface, the
logic being that these are the locations where the organism
must expend the least amount of metabolic energy once
attached. The theory is appealing for its simplicity and has been
shown to apply at least in part to a variety of organisms.
Several attempts have been made to quantify the effect of

attachment points.2,15−17 However, these attempts illustrate the
theory’s shortcomings. Scardino et al.15 showed that the
number of attachment points was insufficient to predict a
relative change in fouling for the diatom Amphora sp., the green
alga Ulva rigida, and the red alga Centroceras clavulatum;
interestingly, it was effective for other organisms: the tubeworm

Hydroides elegans and the bryozoan Bugula neritina. Quantitative
predictions based on attachment point theory are complicated
for those organisms that can “choose” between sites with
differing numbers of attachment points (e.g., Figure 1). The
theory does not provide a way to quantify these topographies in
a meaningful way and can therefore only provide a useful
observation for the development of other models.
In previous papers we have attempted to quantitatively

predict fouling through the engineered roughness index (ERI)
model,7,18−20 which is based on the theories of wetting of a
textured surface by Wenzel21 and Cassie.22 The ERI model
relates the surface’s Wenzel roughness r, the number of distinct
features n, and the fractional area of feature tops φs from the
Cassie equation through an experimentally fitted slope m to the
relative attachment density of organisms to a patterned surface
compared to smooth (Nt/Ns) (eq 1)
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The ERI model relates the relative attachment density on a
topography to the physical attributes of the surface through the
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Wenzel and Cassie−Baxter wetting theories commonly applied
to topographically modified surfaces. Equation 1 has been
shown to be effective in predicting the relative attachment
density of zoospores of the green alga Ulva linza to
topographies with feature spacing and width less than the
critical dimension of the spore (ca. 5 μm). The attachment
density decreases logarithmically as the ERI value of the
topography increases in the fashion predicted by eq 1.
The first application of the ERI model was limited in scope,

only examining zoospores of U. linza on topographies cast in
polydimethylsiloxane elastomer (PDMSe). Magin et al.18,19

extended the ERI model to the bacterium Cobetia marina as
well as a second chemistry in hydroxyethyl methacrylate-based
hydrogels, by incorporating an organism’s Reynold’s number
(Re) and the ratio between a standard surface energy and the
test substrate’s surface energy (γ0/γ) (eq 2, Figure 2).
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The ERI predicts antifouling (i.e., inhibition of cell
attachment) quite well (R2 = 0.80) but fails to predict instances
of fouling enhancement, i.e., increased attachment density of
fouling organisms, as demonstrated in the recent paper by Xiao
et al.23 The Reynold’s number term was included by Magin et
al.20 in an attempt to relate fouling to the size of the organism.
However, the modified ERI still failed to predict increased
attachment compared to a plain, unpatterned surface. These
shortcomings simply highlight the empirical nature of the ERI
and that the role of surface topography as a determinant of
fouling is not adequately addressed.
In the present paper, we propose a new model that

incorporates the concepts of the attachment point theory
with the predictive capabilities of the ERI model into a unified
model. Our model will show that single cell and multicellular
organisms’ response to topography is largely controlled by the
contact area available for attachment as defined by Cassie−
Baxter theory.

■ ANALYSIS

Different locations on the same topography can have a different
number of attachment points and therefore must be treated
differently using the attachment point theory (Figure 1). The
topography must first be described in a way that will allow the
investigation of individual locations in order to apply a
quantitative model. This is accomplished by using a lattice
model to describe different locations of the topography
independently (Figure 3). Lattice models are a commonly
employed technique used to compare systems with two or
more interacting components and have found success in
describing polymer mixing behavior, polymer graft conforma-
tions, magnetic properties, and other physical phenomena.24

The lattice model is effective because it allows for easy
statistical analysis of a system based on discrete spatial
relationships between the relevant system components. We
applied this model to antifouling topographies by applying the
lattice to the surface in a manner that allows the properties of a
given site to be evaluated based upon the local conformation of
the topography (Figure 3). A smooth surface and a topo-

Figure 1. The unit cell seen here offers three different sites with different numbers of attachment points. Features that offer 1, 2, and 3 attachment
points at each location are highlighted in yellow.

Figure 2. Plot of relative settlement against eq 2. Image adapted with
permission from ref 19.

Figure 3. A lattice can be applied to the Sharklet AF unit cell in Figure 2 to accurately describe the differences between the sites. The left image is the
unit cell. A lattice is applied to the unit cell in the middle image. The lattice can be divided based on the number of contact points an organism will
have at that site, which is seen in the far right image. The blue sites have one contact point, the orange sites have two contact points, and the white
sites have three contact points.
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graphically modified surface were both examined in this way to
elicit the inherent differences between these two types of
surfaces.
The attachment point theory is ineffective because it provides

no means to quantify the predicted amount of fouling.
Therefore, the different sites must be described not only by
their number of attachment points but also by the probability of
attachment at each site due to those attachment points (Figure
3). Much of the biofouling literature indicates that certain
surfaces, and locations on these surfaces, are more likely to
accumulate fouling than others.5,17,25−27 This effect cannot be
explained as the result of statistical fluctuations. Rather, the
literature indicates that fouling is most certainly not random
and therefore must be controlled by the properties of the
interface between the organism and the surface, namely the
interfacial energy.
The field of statistical mechanics provides a useful set of tools

for describing the probability of an event in terms of energy.
Each site has a certain amount of interfacial area A that will
result if an organism attaches at that site; this interfacial area is
controlled entirely by the number of attachment points. The
change in free energy ΔG123 to create a new interface in a three-
component system can be related to A and the interfacial
energy γ through eq 3:

γ γ γΔ = − −G A( )123 13 12 23 (3)

The canonical ensemble was applied to calculate the
probability (eq 4) of a site being filled by making the
assumption that filled sites have only one cell and the
temperature and volume for all cells are constant. This
probability, i.e., Nt/N (the number of filled sites of a certain
type (t) divided by the total number of filled sites), is
dependent on the number of available sites gt, the energy of
each site Et, and both temperature T and the partition function
Z of the lattice.
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We can then compare two different types of lattice sites using
eq 6.
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The use of eq 6 permits the quantitative comparison of two
surfaces for their AF potential. However, the comparison is
complicated by the fact that the formation of interfaces is a
function of both the surface properties and the organism. The
organisms in this case cannot be described by the kT term. The
energy of the organism extends beyond kT because its
movement is directed and not defined by Brownian motion.
So, we simply assign an “energy state” E0 to replace kT (eq 7).
This is expressed as
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A logical choice for E0 in eq 7 is the attachment energy for
whichever surface has been selected as a standard. For the

studies examined in this paper, that surface is smooth
polydimethylsiloxane elastomer (PDMSe). We substituted eq
3 into eq 7 to yield an equation that related surface parameters
(contact area A and surface energy γ) to the relative settlement
density.
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Equation 8 keeps the convention of using one of the test
surfaces for the standard energy, surface “s” in this case. The
end result is a normalized energy function that describes the
relative attachment density of an organism between two
surfaces. This normalized equation offers the benefit of not
having to know the exact dimensions of an organismrather,
all that is necessary is the relative change between the surfaces.
When the same surface chemistry is used, as is the case in the
surfaces examined in this paper, eq 8 simplifies further to eq 9.
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The subscripts t and s in eq 9 represent the value for the
topographically modified surface and the smooth surface,
respectively, and ΔAts is the difference between the interfacial
areas of the organism on the topography and on a smooth
surface. Equation 9 drops the negative sign in front of the
energy expression to avoid misinterpreting the effect of area on
attachment, since area cannot possibly be negative as opposed
to the interfacial energy change, which is likely to be negative
for the majority of surfaces.
An average area ⟨At⟩ can be used when comparing two

surfaces with more than one type of site (Figure 3). The
equations are the same, but the effect of a heterogeneous
surface can be taken into account. Some slight rearrangement
leads to the final form of the model (eqs 10 and 11).
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Equation 11 represents a quantification of the attachment point
theory, which we will refer to as the surface energetic
attachment (SEA) model. This relation can easily be applied
to existing data for validation as well as used as a tool in the
preparation of new surfaces to either enhance or inhibit
attachment.
The effectiveness of this model was investigated using four

different organisms: zoospores of the green alga Ulva linza (U.
linza), cells of the diatom Navicula incerta (N. incerta), the
marine bacterium Cobetia marina (C. marina), and cypris larvae
of the barnacle Balanus amphitrite (B. amphitrite). These four
organisms differ in size, shape, and attachment mechanism,
which enables them to be independently assessed using the
proposed model. Validation of the model with U. linza, N.
incerta, C. marina, and B. amphitrite provides a more complete
picture of the relation between attachment area and relative
attachment density for fouling organisms.
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■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Materials. The base material for the test surfaces in this study was

SILASTIC T2 polydimethylsiloxane elastomer (PDMSe) from Dow
Corning. SILASTIC T2 is a platinum-catalyzed silicone with good
transparency and biocompatibility and is able to maintain feature
fidelity for the duration of the attachment assays. The PDMSe is
fabricated by mixing 10 parts resin to 1 part curing agent (by weight),
followed by 5 min of mixing. The PDMSe mixture is then degassed
under vacuum for 30 min, poured into topographical molds, and
allowed to cure for 24 h at ambient conditions.
Pattern Selection. A wide variety of topographies were used to

test the validity of the proposed model. The majority of the
topographies are described elsewhere, and the attachment data for
U. linza, C. marina, and B. amphitrite attachment are also taken from
previously published literature.7,8,11,12,20 Most of these patterns are
based on the Sharklet AF microtopography, first described by Carman
et al.13 This topography consists of four distinct features which vary in
length from 4 to 16 μm and have feature width and spacing of 2 μm.
Several series of topographies have been fabricated to test the ERI
model and have been included in the analysis for this study (Table 1
and Figures 4, 5, and 6).

Additional new patterns were fabricated to test the attachment of N.
incerta (Figures 7 and 8). These patterns altered the size and spacing
of the features in a systematic fashion in order to test the effect these
parameters have on diatom attachment. The different feature
dimensions effectively alter the At value for diatoms attaching to
these topographies, making the evaluated topographies an excellent
test of the SEA model for N. incerta.
Cell Attachment Data. Navicula cells were cultured in F/2

medium contained in 250 mL conical flasks. After 3 days the cells were
in log phase growth. Cells were washed 3 times in fresh medium
before harvesting and diluting to give a suspension with a chlorophyll a
content of approximately 0.25 μg/mL. Cells were settled in individual
dishes containing 10 mL of suspension at ∼20 °C on the laboratory
benches. Immediately, after addition of the diatom suspension, each
dish was exposed to approximately 0.5 s of sonication to minimize

entrapped air in the topographies. (In previous studies this has been
shown not to damage cells or alter their behavior.) After 2 h the slides
were gently washed in seawater to remove cells which had not
properly attached. Samples were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde and air-
dried, and the density of cells attached to the surface was counted on
each slide using an image analysis system attached to a fluorescence
microscope. Counts were made for 30 fields of view (each 0.064 mm2)
on each slide.

The attachment data for zoospores of the green alga U. linza, the
bacterium C. marina, and the barnacle cyprid B. amphitrite were taken
from previously published results.7,8,11,12,20 The data from refs 7, 8,
and 20 have all been reported in previous papers from our group as
having reduced attachment densities compared to smooth that can be
predicted by the ERI model (eq 1). We have also included in our
analysis the attachment data from Hoipkemeier-Wilson et al.12

showing enhanced attachment of spores of U. linza relative to smooth
on pillar and channel topographies of similar size to the spores as well
as the attachment data for U. linza and B. amphitrite on patterns with
different aspect ratios from Schumacher et al.11 These data do not fit
the ERI model and therefore provide good basis for analyzing the
extent to which the SEA model can replace the ERI model for

Table 1. Literature References for Data Used To Validate the
SEA Model

topography source

ERI series Ulva: Schumacher et al.2

Marina: Magin et al.18

gradient series Schumacher et al.8

N series Long et al.7

wide series Hoipkemeier-Wilson et al.12

aspect ratio Schumacher et al.11

inverse SK Long et al.7

channels and SK Magin et al.19

Figure 4. “Gradient series” topographies tested against Ulva linza. These topographies change the length ratio between two features, from 1:1 to 1:4.
Topographies were tested in Schumacher et al.8

Figure 5. “ERI series” topographies, which systematically alter the r
and φs values of a topography to alter the ERI value (eq 1).
Topographies tested in Schumacher et al.20
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predicting both enhanced and reduced cell attachment density on a
variety of topographies.
Cell Attachment Area Calculations. Area calculations for U.

linza attaching to topographies with spacing wider than the spore were
made using the topography dimensions relative to an idealized version
of the spore. Zoospores of U. linza are pyriform in shape while
swimming and become spherical upon attachment. Zoospores are also
pleiomorphic since the deformable membrane is not surrounded by a
more rigid cell wall. However, to simplify calculations, for the purposes
of this paper, zoospores were idealized as rigid spheres with 5 μm
diameter.18 The result of this simplification will be to underestimate
the area of contact; however, the simplification did not introduce

appreciable error into the calculations. A spore in contact with a
curved sidewall (i.e., a pillar) was assumed to have a contact area equal
to half the value for its smooth counterpart. Spores were assumed to
only attach in the spaces between topographic features due to the
reported attachment pattern on these topographies.5

The relative attachment area for organisms attaching to top-
ographies with width and spacing much (>2 μm) smaller or larger than
the size of the organism (in this case, all organisms other than U. linza)
was set to the φs value for the topography. Topographic dimensions
were assumed to be constant throughout the patterned area and equal
to the intended value stated in the reference. Measured dimensions
deviate ±0.2 μm from the intended value.7,20 Topographies likely to be
not fully wetted based on the predicted wetting states from the Wenzel
and Cassie wetting equations at the time of the experiment were
assigned a gs/gt value equal to 1/φs and set to one for all other
topographies.

Simulation. A Monte Carlo simulation was performed using
MATLAB software for points on a two-dimensional lattice. The
simulation was meant to examine the SEA model’s ability to predict
attach maps of U. linza on narrow topographies. Metropolis Monte
Carlo sampling was used to determine the equilibrium distribution of
points on a topographic unit cell. The unit cell lattice was defined
based on the asymmetric unit cell defined by Long et al.17 (Figure 9),
where each site was defined as 1 μm2 with topography dimensions of 2
μm by 2 μm. Fixed boundary conditions were used to define the edges
of the unit cell.

The site energy was defined by the attachment area, as seen in eq 3.
The area of attachment predicted by using a “points of contact”
simplification, where the number of contact points for a 5 μm diameter
sphere at a site was used as the effective contact area. Probability was
calculated by eq 9 with kT set to a reference value of one for a smooth
surface as described previously. Equilibrium was determined by
monitoring the ensemble energy at different simulation lengths.

Simulations were performed for 10 000 points for each topography.
Points were randomly distributed to start the simulation. This number
was selected because it provided good uniformity throughout the unit

Figure 6. “N series” topographies which systematically alter the number of unique features (n) to change the surface’s ERI value. Topographies
tested against Ulva in Long et al.7

Figure 7. “Pillar series” topographies, which alter the spacing between features while leaving the number of features and size of features constant.
These topographies were designed to test the relative area available for attachment of N. incerta.

Figure 8. “S series” topographies, which alter the original Sharklet AF
topography (topography B) by altering the spacing between features
and the width of features. These topographies were designed to test
the effect of feature size and spacing on attachment without altering
the configuration of the topography.
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cell at equilibrium while still allowing the simulation to run in a timely
manner.
The output from each simulation was subsequently turned into a

histogram using the method described by Long et al.17 Briefly, this
method involves assigning vector coordinates to each simulated cell
relative to the origin of the unit cell (the lower left corner of Figure 9).
These vector coordinates are then reflected and rotated to super-
impose a histogram of cell density for each location over a
representation of a topographic unit cell.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The starting point selected for the evaluation of our SEA model
was simulation of the attachment maps for zoospores of U.
linza.17 A simple Monte Carlo simulation gave a qualitative
agreement between maps using the SEA model with those
generated from the experimentally derived data (Figure 10).
The effectiveness of the SEA model is best demonstrated by

its ability to represent experimentally determined preferential
attachment sites (Figure 10). Furthermore, the model must
predict attachment density as a function of the attachment area
available to the organism. The change in attachment density
between a smooth and patterned surface for N. incerta, C.
marina, and B. amphitrite on narrow topographies (top-
ographies with spacing smaller than the cell body) and
zoospores of U. linza on both wide (spacing wider than the
spore body) and narrow (spacing less than the spore body)
topographies is predicted by the model with high correlation
coefficient (R2 = 0.83) and a slope of 1.05, near to the predicted
value of 1 in eq 11 (Figure 11).
The results demonstrate that the SEA model predicts the

attachment density for a number of different topographies and
organisms. The model suggests the antifouling mechanism for
effective topographies stems from the surface’s ability to
maintain the air pockets between the features, i.e., nonwetting
state, which reduces the potential attachment sites (the ln(gt/gs)
term in the model) for the cell/organism. This is consistent
with our previous evaluations of the wetting/dewetting
properties of these patterns28 and corresponds with more
recent observations made by other authors regarding
antifouling topographies.10,29 Conversely, the model suggests
that the best way to increase cell attachment, such as for
applications in aquaculture, is to present a topography that

maximizes attachment area. The model therefore predicts the
observations that led to the attachment point theory.15,16

The attachment area changes based on the way organisms
settled. Zoospores of U. linza, for example, attached to
topographies with larger feature spacings by inserting
themselves between the features, fully wetting the topography.
This increases the attachment area “atopography” such that it
equals the surface area covered by the spore, which includes the
sidewalls. Contrast this with the attachment area of the spore
“aplanar” that attaches to a smooth surface. This allows us to
simplify eq 11 so that the local r value of a site can be expressed
in terms of the size of the organism (assuming the number of
attachment sites is constant).
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Interestingly, eq 12 predicts an increase in attachment as r
increases, which is the trend observed by Xiao et al.,23 which
incidentally also used topographies that were not accurately
described by the ERI model. The case of cells of the diatom N.
incerta attaching to topographies with narrow spacing is a
special case of eq 12. In this scenario, the cells are only in

Figure 9. Asymmetric unit cell of the Sharklet topography. This
asymmetric unit was introduced by Long et al.17 as a method for
modeling experimentally observed preferential attachment sites on
engineered microtopographies. Blue sites have one contact point,
orange sites have two, and white sites have three. Sites that are black
exist in the simulation and are set to act as fixed boundary conditions.

Figure 10. Comparison between simulated and experimentally
measured attachment maps for U. linza. The simulated maps are
seen in the left column and experimentally measured maps in the right
column. In these maps, warm colors represent areas of relatively high
attachment density, and cool colors represent areas of relatively low
attachment density. These maps are for the “n series” topographies
tested in Long et al.7 and generated using the method of Long et al.17
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contact with the tops of the features. The r term is then equal
to the fractional area of feature tops for the area covered by the
cell (eq 13)
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In both cases the term driving the relative attachment density in
the SEA model is also found in the ERI model (eq 1): r for the
case of zoospore attachment to wide topographies (and
subsequent increase in attachment density) and φs for the
case of diatom attachment to narrow topographies (and
subsequent decrease in attachment density). The predictive
power of the ERI model for certain topographies is potentially
derived from these similarities.
Interestingly, these two regimes correspond to the analogous

regime for a liquid spreading on a topography. The spore,
which settles between features, effectively “wets” all of the
available surface area. The attachment density of these spores is
best described by the Wenzel term and is analogous to a liquid
that is in “the Wenzel non-wetting state”. Conversely, the
diatom cell attachment only “wets” the tops of features. Thus,
the surface area of contact, for the diatom, is best described by
the φs term in an analogous manner to a liquid in “the Cassie
wetting state”.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The surface energetics attachment (SEA) model, described in
this article, represents the first time one is able to predict both
enhancement of cell attachment and inhibition of cell
attachment to a microtopography. The SEA model is based
upon statistical mechanics, in which the probability of
attachment was related to the relative attachment energy at a
specific site. The attachment energy for different topographies
was estimated in a simple way by relating attachment energy to
attachment area. The relative attachment area was also shown
to be a good predictor of both total attachment density for four
disparate organisms, zoospores of Ulva linza, the benthic
diatom Navicula incerta, the marine bacterium Cobetia marina,
and cypris larvae of the barnacle Balanus amphitrite.
Interestingly, all four species follow the same relationship

with attachment area, indicating that this model may be applied
to a wide variety of applications, including aquaculture and
antifouling coating technologies. We believe that this approach
offers the opportunity to further develop antifouling strategies
that are nontoxic, environmentally neutral, and more stable in a
biological environment.
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